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THE MOTTO REMAINS: 

“OUR EMPLOYEES ARE OUR COMPETENCE”

The roots of the Bäumer company go all the way back to 1919 

when Albrecht Bäumer senior established a small mechanical 

workshop in Wuppertal, a time when he was already putting 

his faith in the ability of his employees. After the company was 

destroyed in World War Two it was rebuilt in Freudenberg, 

which was Albrecht Bäumer’s home town.

Since then the company has grown continuously, and has 

become the world’s largest manufacturer of machinery and 

systems for polyurethane foam processing in the cutting, 

processing, transportation and storage of foam and similar 

materials. Incorporating work procedures in intelligent plant 

engineering in such a way that a cost-effective response is 

guaranteed without qualitative friction loss is the goal of our 

engineers and technicians.

We see it as our job to collaborate with our customers in the 

development and manufacture of machinery and systems that 

provide maximum quality at acceptable prices and with a high 

productivity level. In order to have a decisive influence on future 

development in this product area and play an active part in 

the design thereof, a company must analyse the needs of the 

market in a flexible and innovative way. In order to cope with 

increasing demand, we challenge ourselves and always manage 

to impress with new developments.



SERVICE IN TOUCH 

WITH THE CUSTOMER 

WORLDWIDE

New technology, further developments 

and a wide range of products with an 

ever-increasing number of machine types 

make comprehensive service, ongoing 

consultancy and support a must. We have 

formed additional specialist teams for 

the areas of mechanics and electronics. 

Speedy assistance saves money.

We coordinate the necessary service 

measures all over the world and in several 

languages. Our 35 service technicians 

take care of everything from technical 

consultancy to the procurement and 

delivery of spare parts, and installation 

and repair work to ensure that your 

production continues to flow.

Our range of knives, wires and saws is 

individually adapted to the respective 

cutting materials, cutting techniques 

and foam cutting machines from various 

suppliers. Our newly established knife 

workshop, equipped with state-of-the-art 

manufacturing machines, provides you 

with cutting tools with a long serviceable 

life and the highest level of dimensional 

accuracy.

CUTTING MEDIA



ABLG CUT-OFF MACHINE ABLG WITH 

ROLLER CONVEYOR

BLOCK WAREHOUSEABLG CUT-OFF MACHINE WITH 

LENGTH MEASUREMENT

CRANE SYSTEM

BSV-E LONGITUDINAL SPLITTING MACHINE

FULLY INTEGRATED 
SOLUTIONS: 
FROM BLOCK OF 
RAW MATERIAL TO 
SHORT BLOCK

Our comprehensive, intelligent plant 

engineering concepts provide economical 

and integrated solutions for higher 

productivity and flexibility. Optimum 

utilisation of material, optimisation of 

machining processes and reducing 

staffing levels for plant operation also 

provide a clear advantage for additional 

efficiency. We supply you with turnkey 

storage and transportation systems for 

your entire range of demands, for both 

short blocks and long blocks. Bäumer 

develops tailor-made block storage rack 

systems and crane systems for handling 

blocks of raw material in lengths from 10 

to 120 metres. 

The ABLG I cut-off machine cuts the 

continuously produced foam to any 

lengths at the end of the foaming plant, 

where they are collected by belt systems 

and allowed to cure slowly. The crane and 

belt systems are computer-controlled 

and work fully automatically. Weighing 

and printing machines for blocks of raw 

material with a direct link to operating 

data recording systems facilitate the 

recording of material. 

Foils with thicknesses of between 0.8 

mm and 30 mm are cut from continuous 

rings of glued blocks of 20 m to 120 m in 

length by the BSV-E longitudinal splitting 

machine.



BSR I HORIZONTAL SPLITTING MACHINE

IS-M VERTICAL CUTTING MACHINE 

VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL 
CUTTING

The first processing step for further processing of blocks 

is vertical cutting. We supply both simple IS-L sliding table 

machines and vertical IS-M cutting machines. Our selection 

of products, which comprises a complete range for vertical 

cutting, also includes fully automatic integration of BZM-A 

or BZM-I block trimming machines into fully automatic PC-

controlled cutting lines.

Our horizontal stack cutting machines in the BSL and BST 

series cut the blocks into sheets. The sheets remain flat on top 

of each other and do not need to be removed. The BSL-D and 

BST-D turntable machines are used for cutting thin sheets or 

large product batches, and are also available as fully automatic 

versions with loading and unloading systems.

The BSR I horizontal splitting machine is particularly suitable 

for cutting heavy foam, compound foam and special materials 

such as PE, neoprene and rubber rebond foam. The sheets 

can be stacked on pallets fully automatically with the aid of a 

downstream stacking device.

BZM-A BLOCK TRIMMING MACHINE BSL 214 HORIZONTAL CUTTING MACHINE

BSL-D HORIZONTAL CUTTING MACHINE



HORIZONTALE KONTURENSCHNEIDE-

MASCHINE OFS 222

HORIZONTALE KONTURENSCHNEIDE-

MASCHINE OFS-HE 3 

VERTIKALE KONTURENSCHNEIDE-

MASCHINE OFS-VW 

HORIZONTALE KONTURENSCHNEIDE-

MASCHINE OFS-H TWINCUT

HORIZONTALE KONTURENSCHNEIDE-

MASCHINE OFS 221

CONTOUR CUTTING - 
VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL

Our OFS 222 series machines, which have an oscillating knife and unrivalled accuracy 

of contours, are particularly impressive in the field of horizontal contour cutting. The 

OFS-HE 3 series machines, which have a rotating knife, cut at extremely fast speeds of 

up to 60 m/min. Use of these machines in conjunction with a manual or fully automatic 

turntable also makes it possible to cut three-dimensional parts and mattresses. 

Both advantages are combined in the OFS-H Twincut model, with which it is possible 

to use either an oscillating knife or a rotating knife in one cutting machine.

Our OFS-VS is the fastest vertical contour cutting machine available on the market. 

It cuts stacks of sheets at speeds of up to 100 m/min, whether it be lined materials, 

polyester, web or even special materials, such as PE or compound foam. All contour 

cutters can be combined with other machines to form fully automatic cutting lines.

The HFS 2000, OFS-VW and OFS 221 horizontal/vertical contour cutting machines 

work with a special cutting wire that circulates at high speed and can process both 

hard and soft foam, PE, neoprene and rebond foam with high density.

OFS-VS VERTICAL CONTOUR 

CUTTING MACHINE



SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

Bäumer can supply the right machine for any kind of application. Our different ES or S 

1200 splitting machines split all sorts of materials, including PE, Neoprene and pourable 

elastomers with a Shore hardness value of up to 96. Various peeling machines produce 

foil goods at cutting speeds of up to 350 m/min. The EP profiling machine can be used 

to economically cut various different knobbly profiles for mattresses and packaging 

material. Whether it is profiling, peeling, rounding-off, angled cutting or shaping - our 

machines will meet any challenge. We produce solutions which involve everything 

from engineering to final implementation of special customer requirements.

WinCAP: Together with nesting software, WinCAP provides the prerequisites to 

meet the latest requirements of the foam processing industry. The development and 

generation of cutting programmes is automated to a considerable extent. However, 

the user is given the possibility of including individual features at any time.

POS: The higher-order production order system can be used as independent software 

or as a software module integrated in WinCAP. This innovative software links and 

controls connected processes in the foam industry, such as: Sorting and creating 

of cutting jobs for the connected machines, block material planning by means of 

integrated residual block administration, or controlling the production process.

SOFTWARE 

MADE BY 

BÄUMER

This figure shows a fully automatic cutting line which combines a horizontal 
splitting machine, a sheet stacker, an intermediate belt and a vertical contour 
cutting machine. This highly efficient machine combination makes for 
enormous time and quality benefits. 

S1200 SPLITTING MACHINE EP PROFILING MACHINE SMW PEELING MACHINE
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Bäumer of Japan Inc.
German Industry Park 306
No. 1 - 18 - 2 Hakusan · Midoriku
226-0006 Yokohama, Japan

Phone: +81 459 3177 33
Fax: +81 459 3177 90
Internet: www.baeumer.co.jp
e-mail: info@baeumer.co.jp

Albrecht Bäumer GmbH & Co. KG 
Asdorfer Straße 96-106
57258 Freudenberg, Germany

Phone: +49 2734 289-0 
Fax: +49 2734 289-289
Internet: www.baeumer.de
e-mail: info@baeumer.de

Baumer of America Inc. 
425 Main Road
Towaco, NJ 07082, USA

Phone: +1 973 263 1569
Fax: +1 973 299 8587
Internet: www.baumerofamerica.com
e-mail: info@baumerofamerica.com

Bäumer of Shanghai
Machine Trading Co., Ltd.
Rm.2714, Bldg.2
58 Xinjian Road (E)
Shanghai, 201199, P.R. China
Phone: +86 21 22816421
Fax: +86 21 34130660
Internet: www.baeumer.asia 
e-mail: info@baeumer.asia
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